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So lets go through some of the topics. Games are the full package these days, and they shouldn't be a mystery. Yet it is still a
mystery, a secret of sorts. Why are we recommending the free versions of these titles when we could easily pony up cash and
get the 'best' versions with superior sound, graphics and maps? Its not that their free versions are inferior to their full-priced

brethren, they aren't. Every time you play a game its like opening a mystery, solving one intrigue, then pondering the next one.
Was that really any easier to figure out than the treasure chest of information the game gives you? If you just want to take

things at face value, then buy the full version, if you want to learn more, then grab the free version to start. The point and click
adventure genre is at an interesting cross-roads. Its most commercially-successful is fairly simple, bold and easy to grasp for
any gamer. Part-time free-to-play launch titles like Machinarium have brought in millions of eager tourists. Android and iOS
games based on the genre have also done well, much to the chagrin of Apple. But modern titles inspired by the tone and
structure of classic adventure games are few and far between. The greatest leaders in the genre are men and women like

Ustwo, Brenda Romero of Bossa Studios, and Tale of Tales, to name just a few. Each is doing their thing in the world of indie
adventure, each of them a cut above the average in game development, but there arent a whole lot of game developers who
can match the rapid creativity and technical mastery of, say, Brenda Romero or Tale of Tales. Andres Bello Alchemy Garden,
comprised of such designers, comes up as one of the most impressive and innovative titles of this year, which is saying a lot.
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